Abstract-The emerging field of micro-technology has opened up new possibilities for exploring cellular chemotaxis in real space and time, and at single cell resolution. Chemotactic cells sense and move in response to chemical gradients and play important roles in a number of physiological and pathological processes, including development, immune responses, and tumor cell invasions. Due to the size proximity of the microfluidic device to cells, microfluidic chemotaxis devices advance the traditional macro-scale chemotaxis assays in two major directions: one is to build well defined and stable chemical gradients at cellular length scales, and the other is to provide a platform for quantifying cellular responses at both cellular and molecular levels using advanced optical imaging systems. Here, we present a critical review on the designing principles, recent development, and potential capabilities of the microfluidic chemotaxis assay for solving problems that are of importance in the biomedical engineering field.
INTRODUCTION
Chemotaxis is a dynamic process where cells move up a chemoattractant or down a chemorepellent concentration gradient. 26, 43 Mammalian cell chemotaxis represents an important class of cell-cell communication through chemical signaling and plays instrumental roles in a number of physiological and pathological processes. Development: All mammals begin their life as a single cell, and the cell undergoes subsequent divisions. Daughter cells migrate to designated spatial locations and form functional organs. Immune cell trafficking: Immune cells are the first line of defense when a multicellular organism is attacked by an infectious agent or foreign materials. 4, 21, 46 Immune cells circulate throughout the body and are ready to migrate and invade any types of tissues. Immune cell migration is important both in the homeostatic process of tissue maintenance and the fight against pathogens. Tumor cell migration and invasion: Cancer metastasis, where cancer cells leave a primary tumor and establish a secondary tumor in a different organ, is the leading cause of all cancer death. 8, 78 Despite its clinical importance, the underlying molecular and physical mechanisms with which cancer cells use to migrate and invade (two critical steps of cancer metastasis) are poorly understood. 18 The challenges come from the complexity of the cancer microenvironments, as well as cancer cells' ability to adapt and remodel their microenvironments. 17, 30, 36, 85 The Boyden chamber has traditionally been the key instrument for mammalian cell chemotaxis, 6 although a number of other methods including the Zigmond chamber, 90 the Dunn chamber, 89 the micropipettebased assay 72, 86 and the under agarose gel assay have also been used (see figures embedded in Table 1 ). All of these approaches are based on introducing a chemical gradient to the cells of interest, but are often inadequate in providing a reproducible, controllable, and stable linear gradient. In Table 1 , we list the advantages and limitations of each of these chemotaxis assays. One of the most common cell migration assay is the Boyden chamber assay. In this assay, cells of interest are seeded in an insert with a porous membrane at the bottom, and the insert is subsequently placed in a solution containing a chemical attractant. The number of cells transmigrating from within the insert through the membrane and into the chemoattractant solution is used as a measure for chemotactic sensitivity. Although this assay is easy and quick to implement, the limitations are (1) it only gives population based, and end-point results; (2) it does not provide a steady chemical gradient for cells; (3) it does not distinguish chemokinesis vs. chemotaxis. With the rapid advancements in intra-vital imaging, 16 it is now clear that cellular microenvironments are dynamic and complex. 36, 69 Cells are constantly interacting with the extracellular matrix, and their phenotypes change with the evolving microenvironments. 30, 33, 67, 85 There is a need for introducing space and time into chemotaxis studies, both in the context of building spatially and temporally controllable chemical gradients, as well as following cellular dynamics in real time and space.
Microfluidic device overcomes the limitations posed by the macro-scale chemotaxis assays, and it has demonstrated its potential for creating well defined spatial and temporal chemical concentration gradients 1, [50] [51] [52] 55, 57, 74, 84 ; as well as complex microenvironments such as co-culture, and presence/absence of fluid flows. 14, 65 Furthermore, its compatibility with an optical microscope has enabled us to study chemotaxis in real time and at single cell level. In this review, we will present both physical and biological considerations for designing microfluidic chemotaxis devices, and their potentials to provide a fundamental understanding of mammalian cell chemotaxis.
MOLECULAR GRADIENTS AND TRANSPORT

Molecular Gradients in Living Systems
The formation of molecular gradients requires the generation and removal of the molecules in different spatial locations within a cell culture. In vivo, molecules are typically generated through cellular secretion, and are removed through cellular metabolism or protein degradation. These molecules actively bind to or dissociate from the extracellular matrix, and are distributed within the extracellular matrix via the convectivediffusive transport. These activities contribute to the complex molecular gradients within a cell culture. Figure 1 shows three examples of how molecular gradient are formed in living systems.
The first example of molecular gradient formation is from cellular secretion and the subsequent diffusion into the surrounding extracellular matrix (see Fig. 1a ). In mammalian cell culture, cells communicate via either autocrine or paracrine signaling. Autocrine signaling refers to a cell signaling to itself via self-secreted molecules. Paracrine signaling refers to one cell signaling to another cell of either the same or different cell type 53 (see Fig. 1a ). In both cases, cells secrete chemokines or growth factors. Tumor cells, for example, are known to secrete an array of chemokines (e.g., IL8, CCL21, SDF1a) and growth factors (e.g., epidermal growth factor (EGF)) to form a tight control of their microenvironments, and to enhance their ability to migrate to a distant site. For a complete list of chemokines and growth factors secreted by tumor cells, please refer to Roussos et al. 69 Immune cells are another class of cell type that utilizes molecular gradients within their surrounding as guidance cues to migrate. 39, 72 Dendritic cells, for instance, are known to migrate up lymphoidal chemokine, CCL21 and CCL19, gradient toward lymphatic vessels. 35 Recently, it has been shown that the autocrine signaling via the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) gradients plays a critical role in network formation of endothelial cells. 71 The subject of the chemotaxis-assisted endothelial cell network formation will be discussed in a later section.
The second example of the molecular gradient formation is the oxygen concentration or pH gradient as a result of cellular metabolic activities. 7, 12, 38, 81 Tumor cells are known to have a high metabolic rate, and hence a high oxygen consumption rate. Tumor cells initially grow as an avascular mass until the tumor body reaches a critical size, where the cells in the center becomes hypoxic due to the diffusion limited oxygen supply from their surrounding tissues. 81 This generates an oxygen concentration gradient with the highest concentration being at the edge of the tumor body. Verbridge et al. described this phenomenon computationally. 81 In subsequent events, hypoxic tumor cells secrete pro-angiogenic factors that promote angiogenesis (sprouting of new blood vessels), an important hallmark of tumor progression. 28 In a vascularized tumor, blood vessels are oxygen suppliers to the tumor cells. Due to tumor metabolic activities, there is an oxygen and pH gradient adjacent to the blood vessel in the tumor mass as shown in Fig. 1b . It should be noted that the characteristic length scale of the oxygen gradient profile in Fig. 1 is about 100 lm, which is close to the average inter-blood vessel distance observed in vascularized tissue. This length scale, is determined by the Krogh length, 29 which is ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
. Here, D O 2 is the diffusivity of oxygen in the tissue, C O 2 is the oxygen concentration and R O 2 is the cellular oxygen consumption rate.
The third example illustrates how fluid flows can modify the shapes of the molecular gradients in living systems (see Fig. 1c ). Fluid flows are known to impact cellular behaviors in a significant way; mostly in their role as a mechanical force driver. 58, 59 It is only recently that the role of fluid flows as a chemical gradient mediator has been revealed and discussed. 65, 75 Interstitial flow, a slow flow in the order of~1 lm/s, is ubiquitous in interstitial space (or tissues). It is driven by the hydrostatic pressure difference between the arterial and venous vessels and the osmotic pressure. In Fig. 1c , a tumor cell situated in the interstitial space is subjected to the interstitial flow pointing toward the lymphatic vessel. The tumor cell is secreting CCL21, and forms a peri-cellular CCL21 concentration profile via the molecular diffusion. This concentration profile is symmetric with respect to the tumor cell in the 75 Interstitial flow caused by the pressure difference between blood and lymphatic vessels, and the osmotic pressure points toward the lymphatic vessel. The peri-cellular CCL21 distribution around the tumor cell in the interstitial space is modified by the flow. Here, the insert shows an asymmetric CCL21 concentration profile centered at the center of the tumor cell.
absence of the flow; but skewed toward the flow in the presence of the flow (see the insert in Fig. 1c ). Recent work from the Swartz lab using a modified Boyden Chamber assay has demonstrated that the interstitial flow may distort the secreted chemokine concentration profile around the tumor cells, and guide the tumor cells to move along the direction of the flow and toward the lymphatic vessel, 75 a phenomenon named as autologous chemotaxis.
Physical Principles in Molecular Transport
Molecular transport typically takes place in two major forms; diffusion based, and convective flow based. In this section, we will discuss the general physical principles governing the molecular transport within living tissues. An emphasis will be given to the relevant time and length scales.
Diffusive Molecular Transport
Cells in a 3D cell culture are surrounded by extracellular matrix (ECM), a hydrogel that contains mostly water. When cells secrete chemicals, the secreted molecules diffuse into their surrounding ECM. This process, in its simplest form can be described by the standard diffusion equation:
where C is the chemical concentration and D is the diffusion coefficient of the molecule of interest. Let's assume that we have a single spherical cell, and it secretes a chemical at a constant rate at the cell surface r ¼ R, where r is the distance to the center of the cell, and R is the radius of the cell. We also assume that the concentration of the chemical at the cell surface is a constant, and zero farther away. The solution of the concentration field using Eq. (1) and the above boundary conditions can be obtained using a Comsol Multiphysics Analysis software (Burlington, MA) and the result is shown in the first column of Fig. 2 . The concentration profiles in the bottom panel show that the molecules spread out over time. The characteristic time for a molecule to diffuse through a distance L is L 2 =2kD, where k is the spatial dimension. If we use cell diameter 20 lm as the length scale, and molecular diffusion coefficient of 100 lm 2 /s for molecules with a molecular weight of 10 kDa, the characteristic time is 1 s. It takes a longer time for the large molecule to diffuse as its diffusion coefficient decreases with the increase of the molecular weight. Diffusion coefficient D can be estimated using Einstein-Stokes equation
where k B is Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature, g the solvent viscosity, and r H the hydrodynamic radius of the molecule for diffusion of spherical particles through liquid. 64 For diffusion coefficients of molecules with a range of molecular FIGURE 2. Flow effects on the transport of molecules secreted by a single cell. Computation results of the chemical concentration distribution C of a spherical cell at various flow rates (columnwise, Pe 5 0, 1, 10) along +x-axis direction. Graphs are adapted from Helm et al. 37 and Shields et al. 75 We assume that the cell is spherical with radius R, it is secreting one type of molecules at a constant rate, and the concentration at far site is zero. weight (342-1,950,000 Da), please refer to Lebrun and Junter. 47 
Convective vs. Diffusive Molecular Transport
In the presence of fluid flows, molecular transport process can be described by:
where U ! is the fluid flow velocity. Here, the first and second terms on the right side represents the diffusive and convective transport, respectively. To evaluate the relative contribution from the convective vs. diffusive transport, one defines a dimensionless number, the Peclet number,
When Pe ) 1, molecular transport is dominated by the convective flow; when Pe ( 1, transport is dominated by the diffusive process.
Let's continue with the example of molecular transport around a single spherical cell. In the absence of the flow, the concentration field is symmetric around the cell; but in the presence of the flow, the concentration field loses its symmetry (see Fig. 2 ). 37, 65, 75, 79 One important class of fluid flow that mediates molecular transport within a tissue is the interstitial flow. 9, 79 Assume that we have an interstitial fluid flow of 5 lm/s, the Peclet number for the flow around a cell is: UL=D $ 1, sufficient to distort the chemical concentration profile as shown in Fig. 2 . Here we use length scale of 20 lm for a cell and a diffusion coefficient of 100 lm 2 /s. The flow mediated chemical gradients have recently been implicated in autologous chemotaxis of tumor cells toward lymphatic vessels as described in Fig. 1c , 27, 75 which may subsequently play an important role in cancer metastasis.
Molecular Transport Within a Mammalian Cell Culture
To model the molecular transport within a 2D or 3D cell culture, several factors need to take into account considering that cells are active participants of the transport process: (1) Cells are constantly secreting chemokines or growth factors, and forming diffusive peri-cellular gradients (see Fig. 1a ). (2) When exposed to a chemical gradient, each cell responds by moving up/down the gradient.
To model the molecular concentration gradient formation within a cell culture, we assume that cells follow a continuous cell density distribution n, and secrete one type of chemokine. The concentration field of the chemokine C can then be described by:
where a (mol/s) is the rate of chemokine release, and s h (s) is the half-life time of the protein degradation.
Modeling Chemotaxis-Assisted Vascular Morphogenesis
We present an example on how chemotaxis via autocrine signaling can be used to explain successfully the early stages of vascular network formation using an integrated experimental and theoretical modeling approach. 5, 31, 71 In experiments, Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) are randomly seeded on a Matrigel coated surface, cellular motility and chemotaxis are observed using a video-microscopy. In theoretical modeling, the cell density is assumed to follow a continuous spatial distribution n, and the cell matter is modeled as a fluid subjected to a specific force field depending on the concentration gradient of a chemoattractant, vascular endothelial growth factor (VGEF-A). Here,
where b ((N/kg)/(mol/m 3 )) is the chemotactic index that measures the strength of the chemotactic response, brC is the chemotactic force per unit mass, andṽ is the cell velocity field. The top equation is the conservation of cell number, and the lower one describes the force balance.
The dimensional analysis from the Eqs. (4) and (5) gives rise to a length scale, l ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi Ds h p , which is the characteristic length of the endothelial network; and a time scale t 0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
is the cellular close-packing density) which describes the time it takes for the endothelial cell network formation to occur. Using the half life of VGEF-A of~64 min, one obtains the length scale of~100 lm, which is in good agreement with the experimental observation. 71 The time scale, however, has not yet been verified in experiments, as the measurement of parameter b remains to be a challenge. 40 The proposed model further validate the prediction that cellular chemotaxis in VGEF-A gradients play critical roles in network formation. By switching off the chemoattractant mechanism, i.e., b ¼ 0 in Eq. (5), the simulation presents a clear cut of inhibition of network formation. This phenomenon is reproduced in experiments by placing a saturated amount of VGEF-A into the cell culture.
MICROFLUIDICS FOR MAMMALIAN CELL CHEMOTAXIS
Microfluidic technology presents us a unique opportunity to build physiologically relevant, 3D, and well defined microenvironments for mammalian cells. The size proximity of the device to the cells enables the observation of cell responses at a single cell level and in real time. In this session, we will present general physical and engineering considerations for the design and construction of microfluidic devices for studies of the mammalian cell chemotaxis. For a comprehensive list of microfluidic chemotaxis devices that are in the literature, please see excellent recent review articles cited here 3, 44, 49 and references therein.
Diffusive vs. Convective Flow-Based Microfluidic Gradient Generator
There are two major classes of microfluidic gradient generators, one is the convective flow-based device where molecules are mainly transported by the convective flow 41, 54 ; the other is the diffusive based device where the molecules are mainly transported by the molecular diffusion.
1,10 Both types of devices are able to generate well defined gradients.
Convective Flow-Based Microfluidic Chemical Concentration Gradient Generator
This was first introduced by the Whitesides' lab, 41 where fluid flows of high and low chemical concentration were brought into contact through a series of serpentine microfluidic channels, and form a chemical concentration gradient when exiting to a cell chamber (see Fig. 3a ). This device has been widely used to create molecular gradients in the bulk fluid of the cell chamber or on the surface of a substrate. Applications of this device include studies of immune, and tumor cell chemotaxis. 39, 42, 57, 68, 84 The advantage of the convective flow-based chemotaxis device is the short gradient establishing time, which can be as short as a few milliseconds. The disadvantage often comes from the unwanted fluid flows in the cell chamber. This flow can potentially cause three problems: the first is the shear stress exerting on the cells from the fluid flow, which is known to be able to alter cellular behaviors 59 ; the second is that the flow washes away the auto/paracrine signals secreted by the cells, which are often necessary for cell survival or migration 74, 83 ; and the third is that it remodels the biomatrix in the case of a 3D cell culture. 48, 59 In addition, when patterning molecular gradients on a surface using flow-based microfluidic generation, one needs to pay attention to the problem of Taylor dispersion within a microfluidic channel, where the solutes are transported down the channel at different rates across the channels. 77 This may lead to a difference in the surface and bulk gradients.
Diffusion-Based Microfluidic Chemotaxis Device
This device, on the other hand, uses the mechanism of molecular diffusion to establish a gradient, 1 in which fluid flows do not come in direct contact with the cells. Figure 3b shows a typical diffusion based gradient generator. Chemical/buffer are placed in the inlet/outlet of the channel, and the cells are seeded within the channel. A membrane is placed at the inlet of the channel to prevent the convective flow from the cell chamber. Chemicals are introduced to the channel entirely through molecular diffusion. The advantage of the diffusion based microfluidic device is that the cells are free of fluid flow induced shear stresses. The disadvantage is that the gradient establishment time is long. This time scale depends on the geometry of the device as well as the size of the molecules. In the case of Fig. 3b , the time for a gradient to reach a steady state is approximately L 2 =2D. For a channel length of 2 mm, the gradient generation time is roughly 5.6 h for the 10 kDa molecule with the diffusion coefficient of 100 lm 2 /s. This long diffusion time also causes the diffusion based device to be more susceptible to any disturbance than the flow-based device, as the former takes a longer time to recover. Diffusion based device is generally good for slow moving cells such as endothelial cells, but not for fast moving cells such as immune cells.
A Hybrid Microfluidic Chemotaxis Device
A number of improvements have been made to overcome the limitation of the long establishment time of the diffusion based microfluidic device. 10, 22, 70, 74 The key feature is to shorten the distance between the sink and source regions through the clever spatial arrangement of the microfabricated channels. Figure 3c is a hybrid device, where it uses both convective and diffusive transport to establish a gradient in the cell chamber with no direct shear stresses imposing on the cells. 73, 74 Chemical/buffer flow through the two side channels, and form a chemical gradient in the cell chamber. The key innovation here is the use of the microcapillaries that connect the side channels with the cell chamber. These small channels have an cross section area of 20 lm 9 20 lm; they are small enough to successfully isolate the cell chamber from the convective flows in the side channels, but large enough to efficiently bring the chemicals into/away from the cell chamber. The gradient establishment time here is controlled by the width of the cell chamber. In the case of chamber width of 400 lm, the establishment time is~13 min; or for chamber width of 1 mm, the establishment time is 83 min. This device has been successfully used in revealing roles of VEGF gradients in endothelial cell chemotaxis as well as the vascular vessel formation.
73,74
A Hydrogel-Based Microfluidic Chemotaxis Device
An alternative way to improve the gradient establishment time for the diffusion based microfluidic device is to use hydrogel as the base material for the device. Figure 3d demonstrates the gradient buffering 35 with the permission from the National Academy of Sciences). Three parallel channels are patterned in a 1 mm thick agarose gel membrane. Chemical/buffer flow through the source/sink channel, and a linear concentration gradient is formed in the center channel via molecular diffusion through the agarose ridges. (i-iv) The steps for the pre-establishment of a gradient in the agarose gel. The gradient establishment time is controlled by the cell chamber height squared divided by 2D. Because the chamber width is typically larger than channel height, this design has the advantage of fast gradient establishment time.
capability of the agarose gel based device. In Fig. 3d , three parallel channels are patterned in a 1 mm thick agarose gel membrane. The chemical/buffer flow through the two side channels, and cells are seeded in the center channel. Here, the agarose gel walls allow the chemical to diffuse from/to the side to/from the cell chamber, and at the same time provide a barrier for the cells from the convective flow. The advantage of this device is its ability to pre-establish the gradient in the agarose gel surrounding the cell chamber, and then introduce the cells into the center channel at a later time. Under this scenario, the gradient establishment time is decreased approximately from L 2 =4D to h 2 =4D, where L is the distance from the sink to source channel and h the channel height. For a typical 3D chemotaxis experiments, the minimum channel height is 250 lm. This leads to a gradient establishment of~2.6 min. 34 This device has been successfully used to study immune cell chemotaxis. 34, 35 Designing Principles That are Specific to Mammalian Cell Chemotaxis
Soft vs. Hard Materials for Microfluidics
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), an elastomer upon cross linking is the material introduced about three decades ago to fabricate micro/nano-meter size devices through a replica molding process, also known as soft lithography. 87 PDMS has several salient physical and chemical properties that are ideal for being the base material for microfluidic devices: (1) PDMS retains its shape when cross linked which makes it ideal for micro-molding; (2) It is transparent which allows for real time microscopic observation through the device; (3) It has a low surface energy, which makes it easy for surface chemistry modification. PDMS based microfluidic devices have been widely used for various applications in biology, including molecular gradient patterning, 76 bacteria 54 and mammalian cell chemotaxis. 42, 52, 74 Soft hydrogels have been introduced as the fabrication materials for microfluidics as their applications extend from studies of macromolecules to cells. 10, 11, 13, 19, 32, 60, 88 The inclusion of the living cells to microfluidic devices adds one more layer of complexity, in that the cells need oxygen and nutrient supplies, and metabolic waste removal. 66, 83 To build a microenvironment that is physiologically realistic for cells, soft materials such agarose gel, 10 alginate, 11,45 gelatin 60 and collagen 88 have been introduced as the base materials for microfluidic devices. These soft hydrogels have advantages over PDMS in that they allow nutrients and chemicals necessary for cell survival to diffuse through, and have the mechanical properties that are tunable and close to those of the cells. As a result, hydrogel gel based devices typically afford a simpler structural design, and does not require the extra plumbing for providing cells with nutrients as in the case of PDMS devices. With the rapid advancements in biomaterials, hydrogel based microfluidic device has the potential to truly recreate an in vivo like microenvironments for mammalian cells in the near future.
3D vs. 2D Microfluidic Chemotactic Device
A 2D microfluidic chemotaxis device refers to the device where cells are plated on a planar substrate (e.g., a glass substrate), and the chemical gradients are generated across the substrate. 42 Figure 3a is a typical 2D microfluidic device. 2D microfluidic devices are ideal for microscopic imaging, in particular when molecular events need to be observed at the same time with the cellular behavior. Cares must be taken with the surface treatments of the substrate. For the majority of cell types, the substrate needs to be coated with adhesive molecules, such as fibronectin or collagen to allow for the cell adhesion, an essential component of cell migration. Work from the Lauffenburger's group has demonstrated that the cell motility dependence on adhesion molecule concentration is biphasic when fibroblasts are plated on a fibronectin coated surface. The adhesion molecule concentration at which cells have the maximum motility depends on ligand levels, integrin levels, and the integrin-ligand association constant. 61 A 3D microfluidic device refers to a device where the chemical gradients are imposed on a cell-embedded extracellular matrix. It is now well accepted that cells behave very differently in a 3D environment than they do on a 2D substrate. 20, 33, 46 In 3D, cells bind to ligands in the extracellular matrix around all their surfaces, and are mechanically supported by the mesh fiber network in 3D. On a 2D substrate, cells bind to the substrate only on their basal sides, and are mechanically supported on the basal side. Of particular relevance to the chemotaxis studies is the cell migration. For the same type of cells, the mechanism with which cells use to migrate on a 2D substrate or within a 3D biomatrix can be significantly different. For example, adhesion molecules plated on the substrate, which are necessary for 2D cell migration, are not always required for 3D cell migration. Recent work from Lammermann et al. 46 shows that immune cells migrating through a 3D collagen matrix are integrin independent, while the integrin binding is essential for their 2D migration on a collagen coated surface.
Due to its physiological relevance, the trend of microfluidic chemotaxis devices has gone toward 3D. 2, 34, 35, 70, 73, 80, 82 Almost all the diffusion based microfluidic chemotaxis devices have been transformed from 2D to 3D through the introduction of cellembedded ECM into the cell chamber (see Figs. 3c,  3d ). Fluid flows are not only able to alter cellular behavior, 59 but they are also able to degrade or remodel biomatrix. 48 It is thus not wise to have fluid flows in direct contact with the biomatrix. Convective flow based microfluidic chemotaxis devices are thus not suitable for 3D chemotaxis studies. 34, 74 A second designing consideration for the 3D chemotaxis devices is the choice of biomatrix. The biomatrix needs to be compatible with the cells and also can be easily introduced into the microfluidic device. To our knowledge, collagen, and collagen mixed with Matrigel have been the most common biomaterials for 3D microfluidic chemotaxis devices due to their excellent biocompatibility with cells; in that they provide the binding sites for cells to attach to, and the mechanical support for cells to migrate through. 2, 19, 34, 35, 65, 70, 74 In addition, collagen allows for studies of cell invasion, where cells can directly invade into the collagen. 82 It should be mentioned that the field of synthetic biomaterials has been developing at a rapid pace, where the gel can be fine tuned both mechanically and chemically, which can potentially be useful for microfluidic chemotaxis studies. 25 
CHALLENGES
A number of major advancements have to be made before microfluidic chemotaxis devices can be routinely used in academic labs or industry. First, current microfluidic devices are far from recapitulating in vivo like microenvironments. The strength of microfluidic devices is their capability of accurately defining biophysical and biochemical parameters within the cellular microenvironments, however, the blueprints for the in vivo like microenvironments have been slow to come. For many biological problems, little or no quantitative information exists with regard to ligandreceptor binding rate, biomatrix stiffness, oxygen tension, and fluid flow rate. The good news is that these numbers are made available at a rapid pace due to the recent focus on quantitative biology. 62 Second, the use of microfluidic chemotaxis devices is still largely limited to engineering labs. These devices usually need special engineering skills, as well as tools that are not normally available in a biology lab, such as a plasma cleaner. In comparison to the Boyden chamber assay, microfluidic chemotaxis devices are more difficult to use, and have a steeper learning curve. The difficulties come mostly from the poor interfaces between the microfluidic channels and the fluid pumping systems, and the complexities associated with the imaging and the data analysis. On-chip pumping or the use of a docking systems is promising 24 but still in a development stage. Third, imaging in 3D has limited the wide applications of the 3D microfluidic chemotaxis devices. A confocal microscopy has been the workhorse for 3D imaging, however, the cost of the confocal microscope has made it nearly impossible for individual investigators to own the equipment in their labs. This made it difficult for long-term live mammalian cell imaging, which is essential for most chemotaxis studies. In addition, the large data sets (often up to 200 Gb for one experimental run) demand a new way of data management. At the moment, most of the data acquisition is still limited to 2D in 3D chemotaxis studies, 34, 35 losing much of the information that the experiments offer. This problem can be alleviated as computer and imaging technology advance. Also noted is the availability of 3D imaging analysis softwares such as Imaris (Bitplane AG, Zurich, Switzerland) and ImageJ (NIH, USA), which made 3D data analysis possible in many biology labs.
OUTLOOKS AND PERSPECTIVES
Microfluidic chemotaxis devices have the potential to generate a wealth of quantitative information, and lay the foundation for the theoretical modeling of mammalian cell chemotaxis. Looking ahead, there are several problems that need our immediate attentions.
Multi-Scale Mammalian Cell Chemotaxis
One critical understanding of chemotaxis is to correlate molecular-level with cellular-, or organismic-level events in real time and space. Microfluidic technology, coupled with modern molecular biology tools such as lenti-virus and antibodies, presents us a unique opportunity for imaging the molecular events together with the cellular dynamics. Such quantitative information will be essential to understand the molecular machineries responsible for mammalian cell chemotaxis.
Role of Mechanical Environment in Chemotaxis
It is now accepted that the mechanical environment plays important roles in cellular behaviors, including proliferation, adhesion, differentiation and migration. 23, 63 In particular, cell locomotion and adhesion are known to be regulated by the substrate stiffness. 63 It is thus critical to take into account the interplay between the mechanical and chemical environments of the cells when conducting chemotaxis experiments. 40 
Theoretical Modeling
The complexity of mammalian cell chemotaxis does not exclude it from following underlying biophysical or biochemical laws. Recent immune cell chemotaxis experiments using microfluidic devices revealed that the chemotactic sensitivity of the immune cells follows the ligand-receptor binding kinetics. 35, 39 However, questions such as whether there is an adaptation system for mammalian chemotaxis, or how the mechanical signaling would be integrated into the chemical signaling pathway remain to be answered. In bacterial chemotaxis, it is known that bacterium has a robust adaptation system through the modification of methylation sites on the trans-membrane chemo-receptor to achieve a high chemotactic sensitivity in a wide range of chemical concentrations. 56 It is likely that mammalian cells also possess an adaptation system, possibly through the receptor internalization. 15 Looking ahead, microfluidic technology can be an enabling technology for the successful modeling of the complex mammalian cell chemotaxis events. Using the well defined chemical gradients provided by the microfluidic devices, it is possible to obtain key parameters, such as chemotactic index, that is essential for the theoretical modeling. In addition, microfluidic devices will allow us to obtain cellular chemotactic dynamics both in space and time, and at single cell resolution. This quantitative information will be critical for the understanding of the physical and chemical mechanisms underlying mammalian cell chemotaxis.
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